Created by: Kristan Runyan, Medway Elementary
Grade level: 5
Primary Source Citation: Library of Congress. (2005). “Selected Images of Ellis
Island and Immigration, ca. 1800-1920.” Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Reading Room. http://www.loc.gov. Accessed 20 March 2009.
Link to photograph overview page: http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/list/070_immi.html.
Allow students, in groups or individually, to examine the images located at the
above link while answering the questions below in order. The questions are
designed to guide students into a deeper analysis of the source and sharpen
associated cognitive skills.
Level 1: Description
1.

What do you notice about the people?

2.

Where are they?

3.

When was each of the photographs taken?

Level 2: Interpretation
1.

Why aren’t any of the immigrants smiling?

2.

What does the inside of the Examination Hall look like?

3.

Where is their luggage?

Level 3: Analysis
1.

Would you immigrate to the “Land of Freedom”? Why or why not?

2.

What would you do if someone in your family failed the examination
and wasn’t allowed into the country?
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Selected Images of Ellis Island
and Immigration, ca. 1880-1920
From the Collections of the Library of
Congress
These images were selected to meet requests regularly received by the Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Division. Although the Prints and Photographs Division has a considerable number of
images identified as showing members of immigrant groups, the images seldom come with detailed
information about the ethnicity or nationality of the people depicted, their names, or details about their
arrival.
The images are presented for educational and research purposes. The Library of Congress is unaware of
any restrictions on the use of the images. However, patrons who plan to publish or otherwise distribute
any of the images should be aware that determination regarding the appropriate use of an image
ultimately rests with the patron. The Library generally does not own rights to material in its collections.
Therefore, it does not charge permission fees for use of such material and cannot give or deny
permission for use of the images. For further information, see "Copyright and Other Restrictions ...
Sources for Information"
Photographic copies of the images may be ordered through the Library of Congress Photoduplication
Service.
References to additional images on this subject can be found in the Prints and Photographs Online
Catalog.

For larger versions of an image, click on the picture. For full caption/reproduction information,
click on the caption. (This will take you to a catalog record in the Prints and Photographs Online
Catalog; you will need to use the "back up" function on your browser to return to this screen.)
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